


Dr. Cesar Presbott New York Yankee Scout was

inducted into the New York State Baseball Hall of

Fame on Sunday, August 15, 2021. Dr. Cesar

Presbott who won the 2003 New York Yankee

Scout of the Year Award, has been a Scout for

over 45 years and 28 of them as Head Scout of

the New York Yankees. He has signed players

like Delin Betances, Julio Franco, Eric Duncan,

and John Jay Rodriguez who got a World Series

Ring in 2005. He has influenced and helped

countless others including Mike Trout from the

Angels.

Dr. Cesar Presbott signed Kelly Rodman, and

was also a Mentor to her. Kelly Rodman was the

First Female Yankee Scout, and one of only three

female scouts in the MLB.





Dr. Cesar Presbott was recognized by the New

York State Baseball Hall of Fame along with

others who have distinguished themselves in the

game of baseball, the list of honorees are the

following: NYY Scout Cesar Presbott, Tino

Martinez, Lou Piniella, Goose Gossage, Carl

Erskine, Jerry Goosman, Gil Hodges, Mike

Pagliarulo, John Morris, Kevin Kernan, Victor

Field, Jim Gates, Gene Michael.





Dr. Cesar Presbott and wife Dr. Angelica Presbott,

alongside YES Broadcaster and the MC at the NYS

Baseball Hall of Fame. Nancy Newman and the

Presbott’s are heroes all in their own way. Dr. Cesar

Presbott and Dr. Angelica Presbott for being great

Humanitarians, and Nancy Newman, for being a great

broadcaster/announcer on the YES Network, and one

of a few female broadcasters in a male dominated

field. Nancy is a hero to us all, and she showed with

hard work and perseverance your dreams can come

true! She did a great interview on the YES network

with Kelly Rodman, another hero, who has passed on.

Kelly was one of three female scouts, and the First

Yankee Female Scout.





Dr. Cesar Presbott was awarded the Johny

Evers Community Service Award for Class

of 2021 from the NYS Baseball Hall of

Fame on August 15, 2021. He is well

deserving of this award because of all the

Benevolent acts and good deeds he and

his wife Dr. Angelica Presbott, have done

as Philanthropist and humanitarians to

help, assist and provide for those people

in need of support.





Above is a picture of a Degree for Honorary Doctor of

Humanities, given to Dr. Cesar Presbott, from the Faith

Theological Seminary and Christian College.   Dr. Cesar

Presbott is a person who loves his religion, who worked

hard from the minute he came to the United States from

San Pedro De Macoris, Santo Domingo. He held two jobs

and because of his passion and dedication to the sportit

allowed him to overcome many obstacles to make his

dreams come true. This is a message he always tells the

kids. He married the lovely Dr. Angelica Presbott, both of

whom share the same vision to dedicate their lives to

help the poor at risk kids and elderly, both here in the

United States and the Dominican Republic. They both

have spent their time and own money to accomplish this

Goal!





Dr. Cesar Presbott was born in Santo Domingo.

He is the fifth of eight surviving children (one

died) of Vestitio Presbott and Edita Presbott.

Cesar’s childhood was extremely happy and he

was well disciplined in religion. Cesar loved

sports and his church. Cesar’s parents

encouraged their children to study hard and not

to be afraid to pursue any career.  Cesar

Immigrated to the United States and his first job

was working in Macy’s Department Store,

Manhattan, New York during the day and taxi

driver during the evening. Cesar through his

savings was able to assist his parents and

siblings to follow him into the United States.

Cesar married Dr. Angelica N. Presbott, a

medical doctor. They have two daughters and

two grandsons.



During their annual visits to Santo Domingo

Cesar and Angelica glimpsed into the poverty

conditions of some towns. It made such a deep

impression that they decided to dedicate their

lives to

serving

the poor.

They

began by

supporting

two elderly

individuals

in the town

of

Hatomayor

for twelve

years.



Cesar and Angelica worked as a team for over

thirty years visiting the poorest towns in Santo

Domingo. During the holidays they provide children

with gifts and food for the elderly. The Presbotts

have touched many people in the United States and

Santo Domingo.



Dr. Cesar Presbott and Dr. Angelica Presbott

decided with what they saw and experienced to

create a foundation called the Cesar Presbott

Foundation, to try and raise awareness of the many

people suffering and in need of support to

discourage preconceived notions of poverty. Their

goal is to help the people who are in need of

support and are most at risk!



The Cesar Presbott Foundation is led by Dr. Cesar

Presbott, President, and Dr. Angelica Presbott, Vice

President. They are two of the most wonderful, caring,

understanding

people, and they

lead this

organization by

example. They

know that GOD

our father always

leads the way

and everybody

including the

people in need are all our brothers and sisters.



The Presbotts have spent countless hours and a tremendous amount

of their own money because both believe in the same cause of

helping the needy, both here in the United States and in the

Dominican Republic, especially the young kids and the elderly who

are the ones who suffer the most and with the most risk! Their vision

was to recruit people who had the same passion of helping those in

need of support. Those who would help to volunteer their valuable

time or people who would be kind enough to help by donating food,

clothing, equipment, money or anything else that would help with the

cause to help those in need. They knew as more people joined the

Cesar Presbott Foundation Family, it would allow for more people in

need and at risk to be helped.

The Cesar Presbott Foundation is a family, and are grateful for all the

volunteers and supporters who have helped but there are four

valuable members who deserve special mention and they are, Brian

Cashman, Ray Negron, John Stahl, and Gilberto Mendoza.

Dr. Cesar Presbott and Dr. Angelica Presbott are eternally grateful for

everything they have done to support the organization and humbled

by their efforts to join them side by side to help those in need of

support! Below is a little about their contributions to the foundation.



A Special and big part of the Cesar Presbott Foundation

family is Brian Cashman. The GM of the New York Yankees is

a big supporter of the Foundation. He understands the

importance of helping the people who are most in need! He

shows it by taking time from his busy schedule as the New

York Yankee GM and his family time, to show up and to give

out turkeys side by side with the Cesar Presbott Foundation

volunteers to those families who are most in need and don’t

know when their next meal will be!



Another member of our family and an integral supporter is

Ray Negron, The Ambassador of The New York Yankees. He

is a dear friend to both Cesar and Angelica. Ray, right from

the start of Cesar’s Yankee career as a Scout, had his back

and has helped in every way possible! Especially with the

Cesar Presbott Foundation which he has helped support in

many different ways which includes making donations,

volunteering his valuable time in all the events, and

promoting the foundation to help get more support, to be

able to help more people in need and at risk!



Another integral member of the Cesar Presbott Foundation

family is John Stahl. He is Chairman of the Cesar Presbott

Foundation, and is in charge of all the financial arrangements

along with planning and organizing the foundations events

and many other things. His talent plus his dedication and

support to the foundation are beyond words, and is a big

reason why the foundation has been successful in helping so

many countless people in need!



Another important member of the Cesar Presbott Foundation family is

Gilberto Taino Mendoza. He is the Computer/Web Specialist, in charge

of the Cesar Presbott Foundation website including

Media/Documentation. He

administers the website

to keep it up to date and

protected, so it stays up

and running so the

foundation's information

will be available 24 hours

a day 365 a year for those

who are interested in

reading our information

or interested in

volunteering, donating or

helping in away to join

the cause to help those

people in need! He also

takes valuable time from

his life to not only

maintain the website but

to volunteer his time to show up to all of our events, to take pictures

and to help alongside with the other volunteers cause he realizes how

important it is to help those that are less fortunate and most in need!



The Cesar Presbott Foundation sticks together for

one cause and that is to help as many people in

need! Their

foundation

has provided

so many

services for

those in need

of support

which

includes in

2019 when

they gave

away over

1300 Turkey

Dinners for

those people in need and those people were able to

enjoy a Thanksgiving Meal with their families!



The foundation sent two fully equipped
ambulances, medical supplies and uniforms from
the United States to the Dominican Republic to help

save
lives.The
Cesar
Presbott
Foundation
has donated
toys for
those kids in
the hospital
suffering
from Cancer
and deadly
diseases. To
see happy
faces on
those kids
who suffer

every day is priceless! Pictures were not allowed
and the reason for not showing such a great
moment with these precious children!



The Cesar Presbott Foundation Prides itself in
helping the needy people who are handicapped and

physically
challenged, the
foundation
have donated
wheelchairs
and many other
items to help
facilitate life for
those that
struggle every
day physically.

The
foundation's
goal is to help
make things
easier to get
around for all
those

individuals that are physically challenged!



The Cesar Presbott Foundation has donated
equipment like baseball gloves, cleats, bags, bats,

and the list
goes on and
on, for those
kids who want
to play but
cannot afford
to buy
themselves
any equipment.
The Cesar
Presbott
Foundation
has donated
food and
clothing for
those families
and individuals
who struggle
to live every
day including

those already in the streets!



The Cesar Presbott Foundation built a home for a
lady who lost her home, who was homeless and in

the streets
with her
kids living
in terrible
conditions.
The Cesar
Presbott
Foundation
was able to
build her a
home where
she now
lives with
her family
in a safe
place away
from the
danger of

the streets. The Cesar Presbott Foundation wants
to continue to make a difference and help change
peoples lives in every good way possible!



The Cesar Presbott Foundation helps many of the
children that are struggling to figure out their future,
by holding workouts or referring kids to workouts that

allow these
kids to
perform in
front of MLB
Scouts and
College
Coaches. A
few years ago,
a kid was
signed by the
Cincinnati
Reds, after
participating
in one of these
workouts.
Many of these
kids are

offered scholarships to go to college where they can
achieve an education for Free and not be in debt for a
long period of their lives. This is our goal at the Cesar
Presbott Foundation, to make a difference to the
children and help to make their dreams come true!



The Cesar Presbott Foundation’s mission is to help
make a difference to the people who suffer the most
who’s in desperate need of support and most at risk!



Below are pictures of volunteers of the Cesar Presbott

Foundation family. We are blessed and eternally grateful to

have such wonderful and special people who helped the

foundation and honored to work alongside them for one

special cause, to help those in need.  All the people below

are valuable members to our foundation who have helped as

volunteers with donations, and every way possible so the

organization is able to complete its mission of supporting the

people who are most in need and at risk!

Below is a list of some of the names of our wonderful

volunteers:

Dellin Betances New York Mets

Kim Presbott Daughter of the Presbott’s

Wydna Martin Actress and Daughter of the Presbott’s

Chuck Martin son-in-law of the Presbott’s

Edicta Presbott Dr. Cesar Presbott’s Mother

Giovanny Presbott Dr. Cesar Presbott’s Sister

Kelly Rodman Deceased Ex-New York Yankee Scout



Omar Minaya Former New York Mets GM

Roman Pena

Rich Hassan

Steven Markovich Ex-New York Yankee Scout

Tina Markovich Ex-Associate Scout New York Yankees

Marc Wilson New York Yankee Scout

Dean Glasser Detroit Tigers Scout

Dean Glasser Son MLB Prospect

Gary Maertz Chicago Cubs Scout

Ross Maertz MLB Prospect

Dan Palumbo Philadelphia Phillies Scout

Gilberto T Mendoza Former MLB Prospect

Victor Campos Business Manager DR



Belkis Lora Owner of Grand Slam Batting Cages

Ray Aguila Business Man

Christina Villa                   Coordinator

Joe Raguzzo St. Louis Cardinals Scout

Jose Bautista Chicago Whitesox Scout

Larry Izzo New York Mets Scout

Pat Short Special Advisor or MLB

Jose Rijo Chuchu Advisor for DR Business

Hollzel Toyota Dealer

Leo Capuro

Joe Gallito

Dr. Guerrero

Baby Hoffman



Esperanza Ramirez

Onofre Atacio

Zacaria Atasio

Angelo Martinez Camera Man





























































Below are pictures of people, many who are or were

MLB players, a plaque and a statue of important

people to Dr. Cesar Presbott and his wife Dr. Angelica

Presbott. There were some who were a big influence

to Dr. Cesar Presbott like The Great New York Yankeee

Owner, George Steinbreiner, who was his boss for

many years. The Presbotts are grateful to everybody

that has influenced their lives whether present or past,

and appreciate everything that was done for them and

the Cesar Presbott Foundation. The Presbott’s know

that no contribution is too small whether it’s advice,

support, volunteering time, donations of any kind,  or

anything that positively influenced them in any way,

they deeply appreciate it, They Thank Everybody who

has helped, in any way, and there have been many!

This has inspired them, knowing that so many people

believe in them, and the foundation to continue their

mission to help the people in need and most at risk!







































CLICK LINK BELOW TO
GO TO CESAR PRESBOTT
FOUNDATION HOME PAGE
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https://www.cesarpresbottfoundation.org

https://www.cesarpresbottfoundation.org

